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55 Roseash Street, Logan Central, Qld 4114

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 2 Type: House
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Welcome to your dream home at 55 Roseash Street, Logan Central - a charming high-set residence that harmoniously

blends comfort, convenience, and sustainability. Nestled in a vibrant community, this property is an embodiment of

modern living with a touch of timeless elegance.As you step inside, the warmth of the hardwood floors invites you into a

realm of character. The living room, a centrepiece of relaxation, seamlessly extends to the front veranda through elegant

doors, offering an open, airy ambiance that's perfect for enjoying your morning coffee or unwinding after a long day.The

heart of the home, the kitchen, is adorned with a stylish tile backsplash and ceramic tiles that not only add to the aesthetic

appeal but also ensure ease of maintenance. Cooking and entertaining become a delight in this well-appointed space,

opening directly onto the back deck - your private outdoor haven for gatherings or quiet contemplation.Comfort is

paramount in this residence, with air conditioning units in both the master bedroom and lounge room ensuring your

environment is perfectly tempered year-round.The property boasts a large double garage with extra power points,

presenting a dream space for hobbyists and enthusiasts alike. The inclusion of a 6.6kW solar system elevates the home's

efficiency, minimizing energy costs while contributing to a greener planet.Outdoor living is catered for with a garden shed

that has power, ensuring tools and equipment are always ready for use. The additional lock-up carport and side access

provide ample space for vehicles and ease of movement around the property.Designed for longevity and low

maintenance, the home is clad in durable aluminium, eliminating the need for painting and ensuring the exterior remains

pristine year after year. The roof, almost new, complements this promise of durability and peace of mind.55 Roseash

Street stands as a testament to thoughtful design, where every feature - from the brand-new air conditioning to the

recently replaced roof - is orchestrated to enhance your living experience. This is more than just a house; it's a home

where memories are waiting to be made.Make no mistake, this property will sell on or before April 6th under the hammer.

So don't miss this opportunity to make this property your own!


